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Harmonies poétiques et religieuses S. 173 (complete)                            Franz Liszt
   1. Invocation                            (1811-1886)
   2. Ave Maria
   3. Bénédiction de Dieu dans la solitude
   4. Pensée des morts
   5. Pater noster
   6. Hymne de l’enfant à son réveil
   7. Funérailles
   8. Miserere d’après Palestrina
   9. Andante lagrimoso
   10. Cantique d’amour
First Prize Winner of the 2001 Cleveland International Piano Competition, Finalist at the 
Twelfth Van Cliburn International Piano Competition in 2005, Laureate of the 2003 Honens
International Piano Competition (Calgary, Canada) and the 2006 Axa Dublin International
Piano Competition, Italian pianist Roberto Plano has performed all over the world. Important 
venues in North America include Alice Tully Hall in New York City’s Lincoln Center, where he 
performed the American premiere of Luis de Pablo’s Retratos y Transcripciones; Severance 
Hall in Cleveland, National Arts Centre in Ottawa, and others. He regularly performs in Europe 
– notably at Sala Verdi in Milan, Salle Cortot in Paris, Wigmore Hall and St. John Smith Square 
in London, National Concert Hall in Dublin, and at the Herculessaal and Gasteig in Munich. 
He has been a featured recitalist at internationally acclaimed Festivals such as the Chopin 
Festival in Duszniki, Poland; the Festival at Sandpoint, the Portland Piano International Festival, 
Savannah Music Festival, the Wassermann Piano Festival (UT) and the Newport Music 
Festival in the USA.
He has appeared with orchestras in Italy (Milan Symphony Orchestra “Verdi”, Rome 
Symphony), Germany (Rheinland-Pfalz), Spain (Valencia Symphony), Czech Republic 
(Marienbad Symphony), Slovakia (Kosice State Symphony), Romania (Oradea, Sibiu, Targu 
Mures Symphonies), Switzerland (Festival Strings, Lucerne),  the UK (Young Symphony 
Orchestra), Japan (Sendai Symphony), USA symphony orchestras  (Houston, Fort Worth, 
Spokane, Akron, Illinois S.O., and others), under conductors such as James Conlon, Pinchas 
Zuckerman,  Jahja Ling, Marcelo Lehninger, Robert Franz, Miguel Harth-Bedoya, Jahja Ling, 
Enrique Garcia Assensio, Gianluigi Gelmetti, Donato Renzetti, Ari Raisilianen, Kerry Stratton 
and Gary Sheldon.  In Canada he has been soloist with Calgary Philharmonic under the 
direction of Sir Neville Marriner.
Roberto Plano’s friendly and outgoing personality has made him a favorite for guest 
appearances on a number of radio stations, including NPR’s Performance Today, WNYC 
in New York City, WFMT in Chicago,  WGBH’s Classics in the morning (Boston), WCRI 
(Newport), CBC’s In Performance (Toronto), BBC In Tune (London), RadioRai 3 Grammelot 
and Piazza Verdi (Milan), Rete 2 (Lugano). As a result of his success at the 2005 Van Cliburn 
Competition, he appeared in the fi lm documentaries “In the Heart of Music” and “Encores” 
(together with James Conlon and Menahem Pressler) which was aired on PBS stations across 
the United States, as well as in Europe through the satellite channel MEZZO. In 2006, Plano 
was chosen to participate in the DVD recording “A Masterclass with Jean-Michel Damase”, 
fi lmed in Paris by ARTE at Salle Cortot; and together with Philippe Entremont, a second video 
project about the music of Mozart, broadcast by NHK in Japan.  
As a teacher, he has given public master classes in prestigious University such as Indiana 
University, Houston University, Kent State University, Augusta State University, University 
of Mississippi, Utah State University, University of Dayton, the University of Massachusetts 
(Amherst), Boston Conservatory, the Cleveland Institute of Music, at the Alberta Conservatory 
(Edmonton, Canada), at the Conservatory of San Juan (Puerto Rico), and in all the major cities 
of Schlewsig-Holstein, Germany, as well as in Paris at the Ecole Normale Cortot, in Taiwan, 
and throughout North America. During the summer he also regularly presides at the Music 
International Masterclasses in Portogruaro, Italy. 
Plano was also named the “Best Ensemble Performer” at the 2003 Honens Competition for his 
performances with cellist Shauna Rolston and soprano Ingrid Attrot. He was also the winner 
of the “Best Recital” and “Best Performance of a Commissioned Work” prizes at the 2006 Axa 
Dublin International Piano Competition and won Prizes at the Geza Anda (Switzerland), Iturbi 
(Spain) and Sendai (Japan) Competitions (after having won First Prizes in several National 
Competition in Italy). 
the third of the Consolations, in D fl at major, a little jewel of enchanting simplicity, with a gentle 
melody above continuous arpeggio fi gures.
Funérailles, on the other hand, opens in a mood of grandeur with the tolling of a death-knell in 
the bass, with a backdrop of right-hand chords which then emerge with all their force until they 
come to overwhelm the tolling bells. This is the most spectacular and visual of the collection, 
whose virtuosity is mostly restricted to the many octave passages (there is an explicit reference 
to Chopin’s op.53 Polonaise) and whose funereal allusions (Liszt was thinking of the victims of 
the bloodily-suppressed Hungarian uprising of 1848/1850) are expressed in the tremolos, 
diminished fourths and use of dotted rhythm.
We return to a mystical mood with the Miserere d’après Palestrina, a plain, unadorned piece that 
gradually becomes more elaborate as the accompaniment fi gures increase in complexity. The 
last pieces in the cycle, Andante lagrimoso and Cantique d’amour tend towards the salon manner 
of Hymne de l’enfant à son réveil, although the Cantique has the same process of thematic 
intensifi cation (complete with rapid ascending scales in the fi nal statement) found previously in 
Bénédiction de Dieu dans la solitude, taking us from the salon directly to the concert hall.
With the Harmonies poétiques et réligieuses Liszt undeniably goes beyond sonata form, just as 
Schumann and Berlioz had done, and as he himself was in the process of doing in his symphonic 
poems, one of which, Les Préludes of 1854, was inspired by Lamartine’s poetry. The unity of the 
cycle, while the aesthetic quality of the individual pieces may not be all on one level, is provided 
more by an abstract and spiritual principle than a purely formal one. Liszt’s contemporaries,
however, were puzzled. Clara Schumann wrote in her diary in 1851, after Liszt had visited the 
Schumann house in Düsseldorf and had played some of his Harmonies, “As always, he played 
with diabolic bravura, dominating the pianoforte like a demon (and I can think of no other way of 
expressing it)... But his compositions are truly terrible”. Clara Schumann fell into the same 
misunderstanding as other pianists and musicologists down the years when faced by Liszt’s 
compositions, of considering them extravagant, astonishing displays of virtuosity lacking in 
structural rigour and aesthetic awareness. Liszt’s music, as the great Lisztian Michele 
Campanella wrote in an essay in 2011, acquires signifi cance only when it fi nds a performer aware 
of its poetic and aesthetic complexity and, I would add, a listener prepared to put aside their 
prejudices.
In any case, it is clear that the cycle as a whole has a poetic intent rather than a virtuoso one, 
bearing in mind that in Liszt even the most blazing virtuosity can acquire a poetic and mystical
connotation (it is there, for example, in the very epithet “transcendental” given to the Études); 
from this point of view the virtuosity is also one of sound. So even the Harmonies poétiques et 
rélgieuses ultimately appear as virtuoso works, given that the performer is often asked to produce 
a transparent, blanched sound, especially in the most interesting and innovative piece in the 
cycle, Bénédiction de Dieu dans la solitude, in the key of F sharp major, with its delicate harp 
eff ects.
      -Luca Segalla
      Translation: Kenneth Chalmers
pieces of varying length (from around three minutes for Pater noster to the twenty of Bénédiction 
de Dieu dans la solitude) was composed between the end of the 1840s and beginning of the
1850s (with the single exception of the fourth piece, Pensée des morts, the fi rst version of which 
dates from 1843), and was published in 1853, one year before the Sonata in B minor. The title
is borrowed from Alphonse Lamartine’s collection of poetry of 1830; while only four of the ten 
pieces make explicit reference to the titles of Lamartine’s poems (Invocation, Bénédicition de Dieu
dans la solitude, Pensée des morts and Hymne de l’enfant à son réveil), it is clear that the composer’s 
intention is to create a cycle in which music and poetry feed off  each other, in the same mood of 
a mystical melancholy that the poet describes in the preface to his collection: “There are 
meditative souls that solitude and contemplation elevate towards ideas of the infi nite, that is, 
towards religion; all their thoughts become absorption and prayer, their whole existence is a 
silent hymn to divinity and hope. These souls seek within themselves and the world around them 
steps to raise them up to God, expressions and images that can reveal Him to them, to able in 
turn to reveal themselves to Him: if only I could fi nd one too! There are hearts crushed by sorrow, 
rejected by the world, that take refuge in the world of their thoughts, in the solitude of their souls, 
to weep, to wait, to pray: they can been visited by a Muse as solitary as themselves, fi nd
themselves at one with its harmonies and say, when they listen, ‘We pray with your words, we 
weep with your tears, we pray with your songs!’”
The fi rst piece in the cycle, Invocation, has a strong sense of drama, accentuated by the use of 
octaves and double octaves, while the Ave Maria that follows (a transcription of a four-part 
chorale for mixed voices and organ) evokes some vaguely archaic mood with its rarefi ed timbre 
(the sustaining pedal is lowered almost throughout) and its static melodic quality. Despite the 
outward characteristics of pieces like this that combine echoes of Gregorian chant and 
16th-century polyphony, Liszt’s religiosity is more felt than mystical or dogmatic. It is anchored to 
the earth, to the desires and suff erings of humanity. This is revealed in the third piece, Bénédiction 
de Dieu dans la solitude (in F sharp major) where the melody appears fi rst in the left hand, with 
a delicate right-hand accompaniment, before moving to the upper line and fi nally, reinforced by 
octaves and chords, leading to two bold statements. In between, in succession, are two delicate 
interludes in D major and B fl at major. After the second statement the melody reappears in the 
left hand, while the right hand indulges in gentle arabesques until the coda, when the theme of 
the fi rst interlude re-emerges, like an echoed reminiscence.
The next piece is the complex and enigmatic Pensée des morts. It opens with a chord that contains 
a tritone, leading to a descending fi gure that is immediately repeated inverted, ascending: this 
opening is very similar to the much more complex one of the Sonata in B minor, which dates from 
the same time. Just as in Bénédiction de Dieu dans la solitude, the themes are repeated rather than 
developed, a melodic stagnation that seems to look forward to the spare, considered writing of 
the later Liszt, of the Mephisto-Walzer no.3 and Lugubre gondola I and II. Halfway through the
piece there is an austere, heavy chordal section, where Liszt writes in the score the words of the 
De profundis by way of commentary, and Liszt even includes in the melodic  content an almost 
literal quotation of the fi rst movement of Beethoven’s “Moonlight” Sonata. In the solmen 
conclusion the chordal theme of the De profundis is superimposed on the descending theme of 
the opening.
With the Pater noster we return to the archaic mood and modal harmonies of the Ave Maria, and 
also a transcription of a vocal piece, a four-part chorale in an A B A structure, where the A 
section is chordal and the B section has an independent line in the alto register, while the return 
of A is prefaced by  a Gregorian-sounding passage. The Hymne de l’enfant à son réveil is also a 
transcription (of a piece for women’s voices accompanied by harmonium and harp), and is 
characterised by a sentimental melody in the ethereal key of A fl at major, in which Liszt’s 
religiosity encroaches on the refi ned salon mood of the short piano cycle Consolations, written at 
the same time as the Harmonies poétiques et réligieuses. In this work we can hear, like an encore, 
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An aspiration towards a form of total art embracing every single artistic expression (music, 
poetry, theatre and fi gurative art) was a distinguishing feature of Romantic thought in Europe, 
and in Germany in particular. In music it reached its apogee in the concept of the 
Gesamtkunstwerk (total work of art) that Wagner developed around 1850, but Berlioz and 
Schumann were already moving in the same direction. Berlioz’s orchestral works occupy a new 
area, somewhere between instrumental music, novel and theatre, both Symphonie fantastique
(1830) and Harold in Italy (1834) taking the shape, by way of their references to a narrative, of 
a kind of novel in music. On the other hand, the piano cycles that Schumann composed in the 
same period, from Papillons to Carnaval and on to Kreisleriana, put forward an alternative formal 
structure to the old classical sonata form, since they derived their coherence from extra-musical 
elements.
Music seems to have been ideal for the development of this new conception of art, one that 
was revolutionary in both an aesthetics and spirit. A pre-verbal art, it paradoxically carries more 
signifi cance than poetry, in that it is not restricted by words. Music makes it possible to pass
from a perceivable reality towards a spiritual one. To borrow the expression of Wilhelm Heinrich 
Wackenroder, it is a “pure” art par excellence, with the only apparent contradiction that once 
instrumental music is set free from subjection to words, it can then re-absorb them, but from a 
dominant position. Beethoven had already shown the way, with the famous entry of the baritone
who sets in motion the “Hymn to Joy” in the Ninth Symphony: “Friends, not these sounds! Let us 
turn instead to sounds more pleasant and joyful!”. It is no coincidence that Beethoven was the 
ideal that inspired Wagner.
This preamble shows the reason why the nineteenth-century wizard of the piano keyboard, the 
diabolic Franz Liszt (Raiding, 1811 – Bayreuth, 1886) looked to Beethoven with such love – a love 
that he felt right from his days of his youth, when he travelled across Europe as a virtuoso 
performer. At this time he roused both admiration for his keyboard skill and scandal for his 
private life, in particular his relationship with Marie de Flavigny, the Countess d’Agoult, whom
he met in 1833 when he was 22 years old, and the countess, married and the mother of two 
children, 28. Liszt invented the recital as we know it today, as not just a spectacular 
entertainment, but also an opportunity to refl ect on music’s past. Yet between the travelling 
virtuoso of the 1830s and ’40s, who produced an endless series of operatic paraphrases and 
studies of astonishing diffi  culty (the versions of the Transcendental Études of 1837 and Paganini 
Études of 1838 are almost unplayable as written) and the composer who in the calm of Weimar 
in the 1850s worked on the symphonic poems and Sonata in B minor, there is a strong sense of 
continuity.
This is clear from Liszt’s attitude to religion and Catholicism. A rapid glance at the events of his 
life gives an impression of a successful virtuoso attached to worldly glory who suddenly gives up 
his career as a touring performer to settle in Weimar as court Kapellmeister. He then retreats to 
Rome where, in 1865, he takes minor orders, and completes a sort of a Franciscan arc of 
renunciation of earthly vanities. In actual fact, sensuality and mysticism always went hand in 
hand in Liszt’s life (at nineteen he was already considering entering a seminary), the 
intermingling of heaven and earth, fl esh and spirit, sin and redemption (a pairing that, 
unsurprisingly, recurs in Wagner) being characteristic of Romanticism. An all-encompassing vital 
force, this was a kind of religiosity that was Catholic in form but non-denominational in 
substance. In a famous letter to the Princess Jeanne Elisabeth Carolyne von Sayn-
Wittengenstein, his partner from 1847, the composer wrote a sentence that reveals his genuine 
outlook: “My life has been merely wandering at length through the feeling of love”. Wandering 
is the Romantic “yearning”: love is the impulse towards the infi nite, able to contain in a single 
embrace both human emotions and surrender to God.
This is the essence of what sparked the Harmonies poétiques et religieuses. This collection of ten 
